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ABSTRACT
In urban transportation networks, crime diffuses as criminals travel
through the networks and look for illicit opportunities. It is important to first model this diffusion in order to recommend actions
or patrol policies to control the diffusion of such crime. Previously,
game theory has been used for such patrol policy recommendations,
but these applications of game theory for security have not modeled
the diffusion of crime that comes about due to criminals seeking
opportunities; instead the focus has been on highly strategic adversaries that plan attacks in advance. To overcome this limitation of
previous work, this paper provides the following key contributions.
First, we provide a model of crime diffusion based on a quantal
biased random movement (QBRM) of criminals opportunistically
and repeatedly seeking targets. Within this model, criminals react
to real-time information, rather than strategically planning their attack in advance. Second, we provide a game-theoretic approach to
generate randomized patrol policies for controlling such diffusion.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Crime in transportation networks is a threat to passengers. Given
the structure of these networks, crime diffuses as criminals traveling by public transportation seize opportunities to commit crimes.
Unlike strategic adversaries who may carefully plan to exploit security weaknesses and attack targets, criminals may opportunistically react to real-time information, which means that crime diffuses dynamically. Indeed, recent research in criminology shows
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that crimes are often crimes of opportunity and how offenders move
and mix with their potential targets or victims is a key determinant
of the structure of any crime opportunity [1, 3].
Indeed, transportation networks play an important role in driving
local crime patterns and in the diffusion of crime [8]. Individual
transit hubs that are strong crime generators export that propensity
to other locations on the transit network. Such diffusive potential
may be particularly strong since a substantial portion of criminals
use public transportation as their primary means of transportation
[7]. Transportation networks may themselves be at unique risk of
crime because of the way in which they concentrate large numbers
of people in time and space [8, 12, 2]. Within a transportation network, not all locations are at equal risk. Certain transit stations,
and certain transit vehicles, may have design features that promote
crime, be it poor lighting and lack of natural surveillance [6] or environmental cues such as poor maintenance and graffiti that suggest
that the facility is not well protected [5]. Some transit locations are
therefore more likely to attract offenders than others.
We take a metro rail network as a concrete example. In such a
network, crimes such as thefts and snatches usually occur at nodes,
such as stations or junctions where it is easy for criminals to escape. These potential crime spots are connected by trains with a
fixed timetable. Crime at one node can diffuse to a far-away node
without affecting its neighbors. This diffusion may be stochastic,
with higher probabilities of crime at more attractive stations.
Deploying police to patrol in such transportation networks is a
way to suppress crime and control its diffusion. In our example
metro rail network, the police patrols throughout all stations by
trains. Previous work applying game theory in a metro network has
successfully generated randomized patrol schedules for police [4].
These works deal with highly strategic attackers who conduct full
surveillance and plan their illegal acts in advance; they assume attackers cannot adjust these plans given real-time information. Another difference of that work from ours is that attackers have fixed
routes. As a result, the crime does not diffuse.
There are two key contributions in this paper. The first contribution is a new model of crime diffusion. In this model, criminals
visit targets based on a quantal biased random movement (QBRM),
which has been used to model criminal motion previously [11], instead of executing fixed routes. In addition, rather than planning
their attack in advance, criminals opportunistically react to realtime information in the network.
The second contribution is a game-theoretic approach to generate

randomized patrol schedules. We model the interactions between
criminals and the police as a Stackelberg game, with the police acting as the leader and criminals as followers. However there are
two differences with previous work in Stackelberg Security games.
First, criminals react to real-time information in our model as mentioned earlier, which is different from previous work. Second, after
one attack, criminals can still stay in the network and find another
target to attack using our QBRM model, which is modeled as crime
diffusion. Our objective is to find a randomized patrol strategy for
the police that optimizes her expected utility against crime diffusion. We formulate the problem as a nonlinear optimization problem on a Markov chain model.

2.

RELATED WORK

There has been research on a wide range of topics related to controlling diffusion in networks. One line of work considers gametheoretic models of controlling contagion in networks. These are
games between defenders and attackers where the attacker attempts
to maximize its diffusion influence over the network while the defender tries to minimize this influence. Algorithms have been proposed to approximately solve such games under different models of
diffusion, including [14] for the Independent Cascade Model (ICM)
and [9] for the Linear Threshold Model (LTM). In these contagion
games, the two players can only select a number of initial seed
nodes and their influence diffuses automatically. Such models are
thus not applicable to model the opportunistic criminals.
Another line of research uses recent advances in criminology on
opportunistic criminal behavior to describe crime diffusion in networks. [11] applied a biased random walk model for house burglary, and [15] analyzed the effect of the police on controlling the
crime diffusion in the house burglary domain. In their works, criminals have no knowledge of the overall strategy of the police, and
their behavior is only affected by their observation of the current
police allocation in their immediate neighborhood. Also in [15],
police behave in a similarly reactionary way, allocating their resources in an instantaneously optimal way in response to the current
crime risk distribution rather than optimizing over the time horizon
and within a transportation network.
The motions of both criminals and police in [15] also vary significantly from those in the current work. Each instance of a criminal’s motion in [15] may only be between adjacent locations, after which the nearby police allocation is observed anew and another movement can be made, leading to highly localized diffusion of criminals. In contrast, criminals in the current work may
make “large" directed movements over the transportation network
between distant locations, as they see fit, before updating their beliefs and moving again, leading to much less localized crime. Furthermore, in [15] there is no notion of the “movement" of police
- rather, the distribution of police is chosen to be instantaneously
optimal, with no regard for the mechanics of exactly how the allocation may transform from one timestep to the next.
Game theoretic approaches have been successfully applied to security domains for generating randomized patrol strategies against
strategic adversaries, e.g., [13] generated schedules for the Federal
Air Marshals to protect flights; [10] generated schedules for the
US Coast Guard to protect ports; and [4] generated schedules for
Los Angeles Sheriff Department to conduct fare checking on the
LA Metro network. We have discussed our differences with that
literature in the Introduction Section.
Our approach combines and generalizes the randomized patrolling
model of previous security applications and the criminology-based
random-walk diffusion model of [11]: now police can move inside
the network in a randomized fashion, and the criminals are oppor-

tunistic and can diffuse throughout the network.
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